Abstract. In the process of the detection method of network attacks in campus network, with current algorithm, there are defects such as high demand for data and low detection rate for model. Therefore, a network attack detection method based on improved Hidden Markov Model algorithm is proposed. Structure and characteristics of the campus network is firstly analyzed. Based on the hidden Markov model, the learning of the normal school network behavior sample is then established. On this basis, the information entropy of information theory is introduced to measure the degree of dispersion of source IP addresses. According to the change of the initial stage of Hurst index and entropy threshold is adaptive set to detect the attacks so as to complete attack behavior detection. The experimental results show that the detection method based on the improved hidden Markov model has high accuracy and robustness.
Introduction
With network scale and complexity, the university campus network as a special LAN, has now become essential part of the school teaching, scientific research, information exchange, resource sharing, document retrieval and etc.
［1。2.3］ Accompany great convenience of the campus networks, weaker safety awareness coupled with rougher management system and more open network environment comparing to enterprise network make the campus network face a series of safety issues, such as the external and internal attacks, virus problems, non-authorized access, etc. [4.5.6] . The detection method of network attack behavior is the effective way to solve this problem, which has caused the attention of many experts and scholars [7, 8] . Due to the campus network in Colleges and universities in the network attack behavior detection method has profound significance for development, which has become the focus study of the personage and has received wide attention. There are a lot of good methods correspondingly [9.10] . At present, network attack behavior detection is mainly based on distributed algorithms, SVM algorithm and particle algorithm detection method. Among them, particle algorithm is commonly used. However, the current algorithm needs high data and obtains low detection rate.
In view of the above problems, a new method of network attack detection based on the improved hidden Markov model is proposed. The experimental results show that the detection method based on the improved hidden Markov model has high accuracy and robustness.
detection principle of network attack
In the detection of network attacks, real-time tracking of network data is needed, and the performance of the network is analyzed. A characteristic profile is extracted from the large amount of network data, the contour is overview for normal data on the network. Once the network data is detected and the profile of dissimilarity exceeds a certain value, it means that the network is in intrusion. Specific steps are as follows:
In the detection process, the sample set X is one that contains a classification of random n variables and the sample set can be defined as information entropy:
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Where, i p presents probability of ith element in X . When n is 1, E takes the minimum value. When the probability of each classification is 1 n , E takes the maximum value 2 log n .
Optimization detection principle of network attack behavior

Construction of Hidden Markov Model
In optimization process of network attack, normal network data characteristic is obtain from：
where 0,1, 2 N = .... X means training data set， P X and N X respectively presents as normal and abnormal training set in X .
In the process of optimizing the network attack behavior in the campus network, the hidden Markov model is expressed as a three tuple:
In the above equation, Q is the state set, T is the network state transfer matrix，from the above equation.
The above equation can be defined as transfer probability from the network state i q to the state j q . The formula can be derived as
The equation means probability of network state i q with output i s . Two special states I and F of the network are defined as the initial and final state of the network. It is said that the network structure is required to start at I and end at F state. The 
=  presents network state sequence of T s , S Q means possible state sequence set of T s .
Implementation of detection design
To optimize the detection process in the network attack behavior, contradiction is that as the source IP addresses in network traffic disperse, concentration degree affected by the attack behavior is very serious. Therefore the information entropy of source IP addresses is employed to measure source IP address distribution. When the entropy is larger, the distribution is more dispersed. Conversely, the source IP address distribution is more concentrated that it is effectively distinguish network attack behavior in campus network. The process can be described by using the following formula.
The information entropy of a sample set X containing a random n variable is defined as:
Where, i p presents probability of ith element in X . When n is 1, E takes the minimum value 0. When the probability of each classification is 1 n , E takes the maximum value 2 log n .
SIP is a sample set that contains different n SIP addresses of the source IP address, which can be defined the distribution entropy of the source IP address of the sample set in the following form:
-SIP represents probability of IP address of ith source.
The H value is obtained by the initial N time windows by using the reduction dimension of the network data acquisition:
where, max H means maximum of H values, H is average value.
After data reduction dimension, ( ) E SIP 's n values are extracted and set as:
Where, max E means maximum of ( )
means maximum of ( ) E SIP .
Simulation experiment
In order to prove the validity of the proposed method based on the improved hidden Markov model algorithm, an experiment is carried out. Experimental data are obtained from the site "oldjun.com" with all the access logs from September 28, 2013 to January 11, 2014. Experimental data set contains 400M text data. Through examination of the artificial and auxiliary program, there are a large number of malicious access attacks, including SQL injection and cross site scripting attacks. The improved algorithm and particle algorithm, as well as the SVM algorithm and distributed algorithm on different data sets to do the detection performance comparison, so as to measure the effectiveness of different algorithms. 2 It is seen from table 1, the detection rate and the false positive rate of the improved algorithm is better than the other algorithms. It is mainly because that the improved algorithm firstly analysis on the structure and properties of campus network. Through learning on campus network samples of normal behavior hidden Markov model is established and induce information entropy in information theory to measure dispersion of the source IP address, according to initial stage of Hurst index and the entropy change adaptively setting threshold to detect the attacks and effectively completed the campus network, which effectively guarantee the accuracy of the detection algorithm.
conclusions
In the detection of network attacks in campus network, there are defects such as high demand for data and low detection rate for model. Therefore, a network attack detection method based on improved Hidden Markov Model algorithm is proposed. Structure and characteristics of the campus network is firstly analyzed. Based on the hidden Markov model, the learning of the normal school network behavior sample is then established. On this basis, the information entropy of information theory is introduced to measure the degree of dispersion of source IP addresses. According to the change of the initial stage of Hurst index and entropy threshold is adaptive set to detect the attacks so as to complete attack behavior detection. The experimental results show that the detection method based on the improved hidden Markov model has high accuracy and robustness.
